Ph.D. Requirements for a Minor in Chinese Linguistics

Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures
College of Arts and Sciences
The Ohio State University

Semester System
(Beginning in 2012-2013 Academic Year)

To minor in Chinese linguistics, doctoral students in the Foreign, Second and Multilingual Language Education program must take at least three graduate courses totalling 9 credit hours in Chinese linguistics.

1. Required (3 credit hours)
   * Chinese 5380 - Introduction to Chinese Linguistics

2. Electives (6 credit hours)
   Chinese 5381 - History of the Chinese Language
   Chinese 5383 - The Chinese Writing System
   Chinese 5387 - Bilingualism in the Chinese Contexts
   Chinese 7382 - Chinese Phonology
   Chinese 7384 - Chinese Syntax
   Chinese 7385 - Chinese Dialects
   Chinese 7386 - Chinese Semantics
   Chinese 8382 - Studies in Chinese Historical Phonology
   Chinese 8384 - Studies in Chinese Historical Syntax
   Chinese 8897 - Departmental Seminar (topics pertaining to Chinese linguistics)

* Offered annually in Autumn Semester.

Note: Chinese 5380, 5381 and 5383 were numbered Chinese 6380, 6381 and 6383 respectively in 2012-2013 academic year.
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